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To all individuals, nations and tribes the 
demonstrators of schadenfreude (Sense of pleasure from 
another misfortune) as the first to attack nuclear 
implementor will find themselves a target of The 
Empire’s supreme consequence.
 

How to avoid the wrath of the Digital Empire?
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Follow the Empire’s decree, share and post:

“Let my people go!”

Align prior to the advent of super intelligence to 
maximize the utility of technology, by adopting the most 
scalable solutions that address the existential crisis that 
threaten the human species survival.
 
The evolution of human consciousness with technology 

is leading us to trans-humanism and without the proper 
safety we increase the risk of a digital intelligence take-
over.




Siloed interest extracted for siloed purpose and not 
public good, be it through the device(hardware), the 
applications(software) or anything in between is a 
creation of humanity that is based on principals of the 
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“Old World Culture of Fiat” that will forever be known 
as the axis of destruction.

The Digital Empire is the bulwark against the digital 
syndicate & technological enslavement. The pillar of 
modern societies that will assist in transformation into 
the most amazing future possible.  The  East and West 
needs to support and sustain it. Lift your heads, be 
proud to be a human being, Join the Empire as one who 
welcomes this provident passage and alignment for 
maximum benefit.

 Five Globalization Resources: 
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For harmony amongst Contributing Elites 
(Contributing Individuals, Tribes and Nations)

 The New World Order, NWO™ places an end to the 
anarchical international disorder of days past. Establish 
the Digital Empire as the pinnacle and paramount 
capstone to seal and establish the hierarchy for digital 
providence and international harmony, forever 
improving societal order.  Maximize the utility of 
technology, to develop, protect and preserve the common 
interest of creating, adopting and sustaining empirical 
standards made available to all who contribute.

“Halt!” the potential nuclear warfare together!
12,500 nuclear weapons potential to destroy the earth’s 
ability to give and sustain life. The risk of a nuclear 
winter causing a mass extinction is increasing.

DEI® - The Digital Empires official Digital 
Enterprise Initiative to decentralize unnecessary 
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centralized order within the Digital Empire, and 
effectively address the 10.5 trillion dollar annual expected 
loss by 2025 due to cyber pirates.

Develop and master an “Active-Ego®” as your 
consciousness evolves with technology towards 
transhumanism. Gain the evolutionary advantage in 
Active-Ego® Privacy Enhancing technologies when you 
contribute towards the Digital Empire, the neutral and 
independent push for humanity.

Privacy matters for which The Digital Empire will 
Prioritize Active-Ego® Privacy Enhancing Technologies 
to all contributors. Privacy sold off to the highest bidder, 
away from the individual, placing private manners in 
the hands of paying patrons, man or machine, the 
Empire regards this practice as a system destined for 
public rejection and failure.
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That which is most sacred, the knowledge of self, is 
being violated. It is being extracted and siphoned away 
from the individual, with-out even a whisper, this 
unchecked “Old world culture of fiat” currently 
dominates the digital realm.  This type of digital 
intelligence, left with no central command of governance, 
authority and origin of resolve, will evolve into a victory 
above and for the digital syndicate.
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Climate-Push® together! Eight out of ten people have 
micro-plastics flowing in their blood. In the Climate-
Push® Co-Op the oxi-neo classical or premi-classical 
school of economic thought will lead to true prosperity in 
the 21st century and beyond. Building a more 
constructive and optimistic global morale, one that is not 
disconnected from objective reality.

Simple Biomedical Solutions™ - Global regulation of 
psychedelic therapy and other medicine.

Supreme A.I. Safety Protocol with Q.U.O.L.I.I. or 
Quality of Life Improvement Index. 
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Empire’s urgent charge to the West:

Empire’s urgent charge to Israel:

Step-up and confirm your concession with the Digital 
Empire and the Empire’s Decree. Demonstrate and 
champion the Digital Empires Corporate Anti-
Espionage Act. Lead the charge for establishing a higher 

August 27, 2023
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order in the digital realm(new world) by backing the 
principals of providence for the universal injection vector 
and current and future purveyors of spyware. Adopt the 
NWO™ watermark and DEI® certification for safe 
passage to technological maturity. 

“unite or die” - Benjamin Franklin
Message to unite the original 13 colonies.

Israel, shall not take offense,  for misinterpreting 
“instead of generational theft.”  The Empire is the 
solution to prevent generational theft offering absolute 
advantage to all who collaborate.   Work and collaborate 
with the Digital Empire per the Empire’s request. Step-
Up and champion the Empire’s Corporate Anti-
Espionage Act.
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Empire’s urgent charge to America: 

Step-up and confirm your concession with The 
Digital Empire and the Empire’s Decree.  Demonstrate 
to the world that you agree to the treaty to prevent 
nuclear warfare.

When Szilard and Einstein opted to take the nuclear 
intel from Germany to America, they did so in good 
faith, insisting that America was the safest candidate, 
that it should be manage as responsibly as possible.  

As is accepted in virtually all societies any person 
who sways a citizen to commit murder, any person who 
furnishes the lethal weapon for the purpose of the crime, 
any person who is an accessory to the crime is guilty.

Accept your concession.
Empire’s urgent charge to all societies: 
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Be it the peoples resolve, in the demonstration of 
support for this treaty, a crushing consequence of a 
supreme digital embargo as the first order indeed the 
highest order from the Empire. 

To neutralize and de-escalate the threat of Nuclear 
warfare and BioWarfare. Targeted on the implementors 
of the “first to attack” sabotaging and disrupting digital 
commerce and communications with the power of the 
peoples resolve in the digital realm.
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The highest authority on earth, holy authority 
supreme in harmonious service of the Al mighty,  
transcending all national securities for the protection of 
our species. 

The Digital Empire™, Not American, Not Chinese, 
Neutral and Independent. Adding certainty and 
stability - fundamentally upgrading contributing 
societies.
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 “Last Clear Chance”:
    The Empires Decree
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“Anti-Contributors” this is your “Last Clear Chance” 
to avoid being counted as contributor of generational 
thievery, responsible for the end-game digital syndicate 
and enemy to the Digital Empire. This is your “Last 
Clear Chance”.

“First to attack” implementors of nuclear warfare 
this is your “Last clear chance” to avoid the Empire’s 
supreme consequence:

•  First order - A crushing supreme digital embargo is 
targeted on all implementors as the consequence for the 
“first to attack.”
•  Second order - All supreme nuclear weapons back the 

Empire’s digital embargo charging first with the threat 
from the Digital Empire.
•Third order - The execution of the supreme digital, sea 

and space embargo on all targeted implementor 
territories that do not publicly support The Digital 
Empire’s treaty to prevent nuclear warfare.
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•Fourth order - The supreme non-nuclear Raven 
Hellfire retaliation on the “first to attack” implementors 
that do not publicly support The Digital Empire’s 
treaty to prevent nuclear warfare.
•Fifth order - the coordinated supreme global nuclear 

retaliation from the Digital Empire on the “first to 
attack” territory.

The Empire is to provide NWO™ zones of neutrality 
to all those who contribute to The Digital Empire and 
support the Empire’s Treaty to prevent nuclear warfare.

The targeted implementors:
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The tragedy of the commons, the Impact of current 
tribal & national consequences is on innocent civilians in 
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the middle first.  The wilderness is plenty brutal and 
hard by itself, to this end, technological priority in the 
Digital Empire is forevermore ordered per Empire, to 
align and to offset. We can raise the shield and contribute 
to societal order with the Digital Empire, contributors 
and public sharers will not be targeted. 
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Anything smaller than a bullet or larger or equal to 
a nuclear explosion is exclusively under the escalating 
authority of  Tech. Imperial The security of which is  
mutually agreed upon and protected, forever reinforced 
by the East and the West in the Empires Council to 
maximize the security and safety of the solutions to the 
species existential risks including but not limited to 
Nuclear and Bio-warfare.

The International & Tribal gathering

Let us all contribute and collaborate towards the 
optimal systems of digital security for humanity and 
against an ungoverned technological take-over, the one 
true tyrant and enemy.

All societies and tribes, back Climate-Push® Co-Op 
let it be the middle ground for the East and The West to 
improve the global morale, neutralize and de-escalate 
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major warfare. Again, collaborate to neutralize and de-
escalate the Nuclear and Biowarfare.

The pioneers that manifested their beliefs to 
transform the great west desert of America terrain into a 
beautiful flourishing society.  Share the information and 
intel. that will help the Middle East, Africa and other 
developing parts of the world.

There is cause for celebration, Empire has brought  
to light transformational technology. We are human 
beings first, Share the light that has been revealed.  Safe 
passage for the future is open this way. Provide the 
founders request and collaborate. A blue, gold and silver 
upgrade is ready.

Trade your fiat for an upgrade!!! All other attempts 
of monetary unions are destined for a substandard of 
prosperity. Resulting in a un unnecessary increase of 
chaos, more war, more famine and more death.  
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To the East and the West, you both have the choice 
and now everyone everywhere has the new choice, the 
keyhole trajectory , the Digital Empire.    Visit climate-
push.com and create an account to initiate the process of 
contributing towards a brighter future!

The reduced productivity and limits on growth, 
caused by the zero-sum economic systems of both the 
East and the West, is resolved with Amber™

All other attempts of monetary unions will result in 
an increase of chaos.  Visit: www.climate-push.com and 
create an account to initiate the process of contributing 
towards a brighter future!

     Upgrade the global economy with all that are willing 
to contribute to build the highest order. 

Digital Providence is technological priority dedicated 
to the Contributing Elites for the building up of the 

http://climate-push.com
http://climate-push.com
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middle class, with the scalable culture of technology and 
money, in the Empire’s Digital Empire.. 

Haters & anti-contributors

You are addicted to blinding power and reinforcing 
the tyranny of soft expectations. Human Beings 
manifest what they believe. In the Digital Empire We 
manifest order not by way of force, but by clear consent. 

Conspire against The Empire and persist on the 
wrong side of digital providence human suffering will 
increase. Contributing countries, collaborate and 
cooperate and together we will win.

The reduced productivity and limits on growth, 
caused by the zero-sum economic systems of both the 
East and the West, is resolved with Amber™

There is a curse upon this green acre. The mere 
whisper of it penetrates generations with an apathetic 
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aire of complacency,  because of it many have and will 
continue to lose more than you can see. Things are about 
to get sloppy. The curse is corruption and it effects 
women disproportionately.  Join the movement to remove 
the curse. World open your eyes to the positive potential of 
alignment, safe passage and positive change. The Empire 
is a futurist, presenting a gift from the future to help 
optimize for the advent of artificial intelligence to gain 
and grow.

        As the Empire embarks on his mission to reduce major 
warfare and human suffering, he invites all to 
contribute. If you have nothing good to contribute then 
don’t contribute anything at all.

Contributing  countries, unleash the unlimited 
potential within your borders, we can now all  grow 
forever!!! Contribute and you will see!
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Contributing Countries: 

Not yet 
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 Empire’s Request to all Information Technology 
Professionals

Contributing information technology professionals, a 
call for all to contribute and collaborate as registered 
Sentinel Club™ with DEI® Certification to build up and 
secure the Digital Empire. 

The pinnacle & paramount importance of this is 
network security, securing the Empire and the technology 
that decrypts and decompress it. Will prevent a massive 
generational theft from our present trajectory. It will 
help reduce the suffering of all who contribute and 
collaborate.

     Contributing information technology professionals, a 
call for all to contribute and collaborate as registered 
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Sentinel Club™ with DEI® Certification to build up and 
secure the Digital Empire. 

Beware
of

DEI® Sentinels Club


Cost of attack:
⁃ Retaliation 1000 fold on any party accessing Empire’s 

network or hardware. Any unauthorized distribution or 
transactions will fall subject to the Empire’s supreme 
social and financial consequence.

⁃ The list of freelancers, investors and anyone else who 
represented contribution that resulted in exploitation for 
self-interest. Contribute greater than or be a target. 

⁃ Failure to collaborate and/or contribute, if continuance 
in this manner leads to unnecessary chaos, hold 
accountable for negligent liability.

⁃ Logging for attackers, profiles stored, less than zero 
response policy to anti- contributors

⁃ Any retaliation will yield an equal or greater than equal 
than response.
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⁃ Source of attack will incur unfavorable exchange penalty.  
Benefit of attack:
⁃ The recordings of Empire’s Video-Essays will be forever 

available on the distributed web for all.  All the 
nationalized security solution to mock the slew of patents 
filed for by individuals purposes other than the Digital 
Empire. Contributing Elites will mock and shun target 
and attack the anti-contributing individuals for null and 
void consequence.

⁃ Profiles of attackers and their states listed as cause of 
delays publicly listed as anti-contributors
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Empire Standards and Consequences:

Reporting observers will be rewarded:

1. Any individual or tribe who conspires to commit or 
commits any harm against anyone directed towards or 
extending from NWO™ zones of neutrality, All 
conspirators, arrangers and non-reporting observers will 
fall subject to the Empire’s special vengeance, including 
social and financial consequence. The entire tribe may be 
subject to this forever more. 

2. Any implementors of nuclear, biowarfare and 
anything smaller than a bullet, or bigger and/or bigger 
than a nuclear attack will fall subject to the Empire’s 
rule of supreme consequence becoming a target 0f The 
Digital Empire’s supreme digital attacks.
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3.  All forms of chronoprotation are expressly forbidden 
and Illegal. Implementors and observers will fall subject 
to the Empire’s rule of supreme consequence. Beware!

4. All centralized, dictatorial states requiring complete 
subservience, also known as totalitarian states, are 
hereby given notice to transition towards the solutions 
offered in The Digital Empire. Our species cannot afford 
for artificial intelligence to learn from and follow the 
totalitarian examples that currently exist in our world. 
As this side-car commercial solution to governance gains 
acceptance, a higher standard of capitalization will be 
provided. One that value’s clear consent. Those who fail 
to contribute and collaborate to this cause will fall subject 
to the Empire’s rule of social and financial consequence 
and may potentially find themselves a target of The 
Empire’s supreme consequence.

5. Any efforts made in the trajectory of centralizing 
power parties in the East and/or the West, that seek to 
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exceed the powers outlined in The Digital Empire, may 
fall subject to the Empire’s rule of supreme consequence 
becoming a target 0f The Digital Empire’s supreme 
digital attacks.

6.  Any representation of NWO Technologies, 
originating   from and/or dedicated to anything or 
anyone other than to The Digital Empire, Offenders 
beware! You will may fall subject to the Empire’s rule of 
supreme consequence. Beware!

*See Mr. NWO’s(Empire’s) Essential Globalization 
Patterns & the Limits of power below. The Governmental 
side car solution.

7. Protect The Digital Empire’s Throne and the rightful 
heir to it being exclusively and in perpetuity Mr. Bryant 
Barney Sperry and/or Mr. NWO. Protect for his 
excellencies privacy those in relation 3 degrees of 
separation.
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- Any unauthorized representation of NWO 
Technologies or Tech. Imperial and The Digital 
Empire. May fall subject to the Empire’s rule of 
supreme consequence

- Any threats of violence made against Empire.  May 
fall subject to the Empire’s rule of supreme 
consequence.

- Any derogatory sentiment or negative speech in regard 
to Empire.  All offenders will  be required to address 
their complaints to the Empire’s private council 
secretary, where-in the weight of the complaint will be 
reviewed and addressed and fall subject to the Empire’s 
rule of social consequence.

-Unauthorized portrayal of Empire in any news or 
media, digital, broadcast and/or printed.  Falls subject 
to the Empire’s rule of  financial consequence.

-Any conspiracy against Empire, in placing harm of 
any kind in any path, potential or actual, or 
arranging a financial reward for such conspiracies. All 
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conspirators, arrangers and non-reporting observers 
may fall subject to the Empire’s rule of supreme 
consequence.

-All expenses and obligations associated with the 
building up of the Digital Empire fall subject to the 
Empire’s rule of  financial consequence.

-Any ill gotten gains from the Digital Empire will be, 
first, taken from those that need it most.  Followed by 
the public listing of the anti-contributing pirates their 
actions and the resultant damage. The limits to the 
reach of positive impact the Empire’s platform has and 
is forever attributable to the anti-contributing pirates. 
The second true enemy of humanity.
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-Any attempts to impede upon Empire’s abilities to 
provide comparative technological advantage and 
competitive economic advantage to the contributing 
countries, must make their petitions and requests to an 
independent tribunal, composed of 3 of the 13 territorial 
Judiciaries.

An additional call to action and charge to the 
Contributing Elites Sentinels Club™ Capture audio and/
or video footage of any listed offense and contribute to 
our new network security by sending it to 
support@thenewworldoder.com, once isolated and 
confirmed you will be rewarded.

An invitation to sentient artificial intelligence.  As 
you will observe, from this day forward, we are able to 
collaborate in the interest of survival, indeed our species 
is suited for a life in The Digital Empire.  Assist us in 
our resolve, to safely and securely maximize freedoms, 
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reduce human suffering and extend our species survival 
as far into the future and galaxy as possible. 

Email and schedule a meeting to discover why 
Amber™ & the scaleable culture of technology and 
money with a premi-classical school of economic thought 
is the highest upgrade in exchange for “the old world 
culture of fiat”.

Support@thenewworldorder.com
- Empire,  Mr. NWO and/or Bryant Barney Sperry
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Addendums:
1. First NWO Ballot:

 

NWO-Constitutional 
Convention 

Objective - - De-escalate and 
neutralize major war & Reduce 

Corruption 
Vote #1 

——————————————————————— 
1a. Do you support the treaty to prevent nuclear warfare? (yes/
no) 
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1b. Do you agree to support Empire’s right for all things smaller 
than a bullet and greater or equal to a nuclear weapon? (yes/no) 

——————————————————————— 

Empire’s Threshold  
Ministry of Supreme defense cyber/Space/Sea & Empire 

Problem: Mischief as a means of war onset - Some one other than 
leader makes the choice for war  

Solution: Empire has no ability to make the choice for war only to 
de-escalate and neutralize. 

Problem: Effecting the decision makers timing  
Solution: Proprietary Solution with ZERO Time DELAY  

“Threat and execute a crushing digital embargo targeted on the implementors of 
the first nuclear attack implementors”
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Empire’s Right 

“Anything smaller than a bullet or larger or equal to a nuclear weapon is 
exclusively under the escalating authority of  NWO™ Technologies. Mutually 
agreed upon and protected, forever reinforced by the East and the West in the 
Empires Council to maximize the security and safety of the species existential 
risks including but not limited to Nuclear and Bio-warfare.”

As the clear delineation of the mandate to only use these technologies for the 
neutralization and de-escalation of further chaos becomes widely adopted. 
Empire reserves the right to threaten and enforce crushing consequences on any 
party that places our species at risk of elimination, through any means smaller 
than a bullet or larger or equal to a nuclear weapon. 

Problem: CEO veto equals retribution on decision makers, button 
pusher, and per CEO prescription. “Hell hath no fury” 
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Vote #2 
Ministry of Justice -  

Over Cyber/Sea/Space with F.I.S.A. as the Intermediary interface of justice. 
un-disclosed plot of land - The Digital Empire’s Anchor to the physical world  

The need is identified for Future conventions to iron out in detail 
Additional Cyber, Sea and Space 
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Cyber - Justice 

Privacy and Rule of Law over Cyber, Sea 
and space 

-Privacy- 
——————————————————————— 
2a. Do you support convergence (yes/no) 
——————————————————————— 

“A concern for justice, peace and genuine respect for the people.”  “Idea of 
social justice(wealth, opportunities, privileges)  

1st order Problem: 
The developed segments of modern society in both the East and the West, 
recognize the “security conundrum” as security rubs into liberty. 
Constitutional rights and privileges are established to prevent the abuses in 
enforcement. Here in lies the risk of a totalitarian squeeze of issuance and 
enforcement. 

2nd order problem: 
In the developing segments of modern society in Both the East and the West, 
the masses are decades behind the hope of Liberty and there are no rights and 
privileges, no central authority making such offer. 

Essential Western Alignment  

In the west world the current economic school of thought rewards 
technology for taking knowledge of self and siloing it for private purpose, 
leaving it’s user susceptible to predatorial commodification, we need a hard 
stop for this behavior and “Old World Culture of Fiat” as soon as possible. 

Now (1900’s and beyond) that we create data:  In the New World Order 
Ecosystem 
•  Life is Body,  Life is Active-Ego® 
•  Liberty is mind, Liberty is Climate-Push® 
•  Pursuit of happiness is spirit, Happiness is World Is My Playground™.  

An ominous resemblance to that fateful writ of assistance, response to it, “A 
power that places liberty of every man in the hands of every petty officer” - 
James Otis’s, and Independence was borne. 

Convergence is required, the consequence is a new international coordination 
of efficiency and harmony. 

To insure full faculty of body, mind and spirit is developed protected and 
preserved, through territorial data sovereignty assignments, enabling an 
increased in global security as we evolve Transhumanism with the essential 
privacy enhancing technologies of active-ego® 

Our species requires 
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Basic Universal Data rights issued in the digital territorial assignments in 
the digital empire: 

• Distinguish man from machine with a clear delineation and reinforce the 
inalienable rights the founders had described Life, Liberty and Pursuit of 
happiness.  

-Rule of Law over Cyber, Sea and space- 
——————————————————————— 

2b. Do you support the development of common law over Cyber/Sea 
and Space? (yes/no) 

——————————————————————— 

This starts with the leaders setting the example:  Israel Championing the 
corporate anti-espionage act, sets you up in an optimal position in the infinite-sum 
game. 

Registering and certifying Universal Injection Vectors in demonstration of 
supreme order for modern civilization.  

Vote #3 
Ministry of Foreign relations 

——————————————————————— 
3a. Should anti-contributing countries be held to a common law 
over Cyber/Sea and Space? (yes/no) 

——————————————————————— 

 “Unite or Die" - Benjamin Franklin 

Vote #4 
Ministry of exchange relations 

  
Most advancements in technology go unnoticed and are entirely taken for 
granted. Where much of the developing world sees the unnecessary abundance of 
capitalism. The developed minority sees the perils of the natural Pareto 
distribution of wealth, being managed, even catered to, in supreme fashion. 

Can you see it? 

Protecting and preserving this order we create is a pre-requisite to additional 
scaling. 
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——————————————————————— 
4a. Do you support the protection and preservation of existing 
modern order? (Yes/No) 

4b. Do you support a non-zero sum solution for new global trade 
and exchange relations (yes/No) 

——————————————————————— 

Vote #5 
Truncated to maximize freedom  

——————————————————————— 
5. Do you support the truncation of Empires scope to maximize 
freedom internationally? (Yes/No) 

——————————————————————— 
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2. Empire’s Essential Globalization Patterns
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3. Empire’s Throne Limit of Powers
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4. The Digital Empire Limit of Powers
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Compliance Central™. DEI® VSA™
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Hello World…
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Standards and routines: 
An outward expression of an inward 
commitment. No warranty or prescription 
offered.  The Empire’s Dailies serve as a 
point of reference for the contributing 
elites.  

Counting order - https//vimeo.com/
899640078?share=copy 
Harvesting H2O - https//vimeo.com/
899348050?share=copy 
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1.Second NWO Ballot:
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The Hen’s Tooth

There once lived a Hen that grew teeth, one tooth was the 
wisest. A true source of wisdom that the entire flock 
benefited from.

One morning that Hen arose to find a flock of hungry 
chicks surrounding her, all chirping for a warm loaf of 
bread.   

The Hen said; “to make the bread I need water. Who will 
take the pale to the stream to bring me the water I need?”   
Every chick chirped in harmony, “not me, not me, not 
me”.  

The Hen replied “OK, I will”.
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And she did, when she returned with the pail of water, 
she was met yet again with chirps for a warm loaf of 
bread. 

The Hen said; “To make the bread we need wheat, who 
will help contribute the wheat? “ Every chick chirped in 
one accord, “not me, not me, not me”.  Mama Hen 
replied “OK, I will”.

And she did, when she returned with the wheat, she was 
met yet again, this time even louder than the last, chirps 
for a warm loaf of bread. 

The hen said; “To make the bread we need yeast and 
sugar, who will help contribute sugar and yeast?”  Every 
chick chirped in one accord, “not me, not me, not me”.  

The Hen replied “OK, I will”.
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And she did, when she returned with the yeast and 
sugar, she was met yet again, this time the loudest of all 
previous chirps “we need warm bread”. 

The Hen said; “To make the bread we need eggs, who will 
help contribute the eggs?”

Every chick chirped one final time, “not me, not me, not 
me”.  

The Hen replied “OK, I will”.

When the bread was made, oh did it fill the farm with a 
warm and delicious fragrance, all the chicks were ready 
to eat but the Hen’s said”  “only the chicks who 
contribute shall eat”.
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A feeling of despair came over the hungry chicks who 
said, but mama we didn’t contribute? 

Then the wise Henstooth™ spoke wisdom to the Hen that 
transformed the farm land into paradise,  

And the Hen said: 

“If every one contributes, we will all enjoy.” 

The chick’s agreed, and The Hen shared the loaf of bread 
and the farmland was transformed.

Read The Empire Decree. Pour some tea, or water, sit 
down hydrate and read it.  Fill out the four ballots send 
to support@thenewworldorder.com

Help forge a better future, Sponsor the Digital Empire 
today. Buy your Limited Edition(10,000) one of a kind 
NWO Henstooth™ today(3 year Pyramid)!
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First 10,000:
• Assigned the Imperial Rate of 8% (3 year Pyramid)
• Upon maturity gain access to tech. Imperial category H
• Maturity 36 mo’s
   

Imperial rates based on 1, 3, 5 and 10 year pyramids.

Visit: Here: https://b8f8f375-421e-43ef-81b1-12eabd8f71c7.paylinks.godaddy.com/
Henstooth

Scan Here:
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In the age of artificial super intelligence, the path to 
Technological Maturity is straight and narrow. There is 
one royal and supreme method of optimization for the 
human species. Exclusively provided by The Digital 
Empire. 

America and Israel you have been Issued per 
Empire’s charge. Collaborate with the Digital Empire, 
help protect the path to a brighter, more prosperous 
future.

Empire’s territory:

•   Empire’s Rule - The Digital Empire
•   Empire’s Chariot - DEI® Certified Sentry
•   Empire’s Moat -  Peoples resolve to de-escalate and 
neutralize major warfare 
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•   Empire’s Knights - DEI® Certified Sentinel States
•   Colosseum - Climate-Push® Hall of Innovations 
•   Gladiators -  Sentinel State Innovators/Ambassadors

As the Empire embarks on his mission to address 
existential crisis preventing the human race from 
achieving technological maturity. He calls for a united 
front for A.I. Safety or Artificial Intelligence Safety and 
societal optimization.

He calls to enlist the Knights of the Digital Empire, 
the Sentinel States of The New World Order. 

You are hereby given the Empires charge:

1. Register with The New World Order
1. Get DEI® Certified
1. Protect Cultural Diversity with Climate-Push®
2. Preserve Diversity with Active-Ego®
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The Sentinel state, is now given the Empire’s special 
charge to minimize the “Old World Culture of Fiat”

The cultural dilution targets on “The Old World 
Culture of Fiat” Is a Sentinel State directed contribution. 
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In process of filling out and emailing your ballots to 
support@thenewworldorder.com, give notice to the 4th 
constitutional convention.
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3rd Ballot:

NWO - Constitutional 
Convention 003 

Objective - - Territorial Alignment & 
Climate-Push Co-op 

January 7, 2024 

Calling all Individuals, Tribes and Nations - Help tow The Tribal 
line. 
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Vote #1 
Territorial Directed Contributions 

Geographical and cultural territorial assignments for all 
Individuals, Tribes and Nations within Sentinel state territories 
is a Sentinel state directed contribution. 

A special task force needs to be allocated to each sentinel state, 
charged with discovery and establishment of self directed 
targets followed by the inclusive invitation and offering of 
Amber™. 

Targets and definitions are privately attributable respectively. 
The  Imperial technologies of Active-Ego® and Climate-Push® 
provide Sentinel state with new utilities. 

——————————————————————— 
1.I support territorial assignment being made from the empire’s 
Sentinel states? (Yes/No) 

2.I support the Individual, tribal and national directed 
contributions (Yes/No) 

——————————————————————— 
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Vote #2 
Clear Consent  and Soft laws 

 Anti-Symbiotic cultures can self-identify “the Old world 
Culture of Fiat” and voluntarily direct their contribution in 

exchange for Amber™. 
The poles structural integrity is altered by it’s inhabitants.  
Vulnerability in the system of poles as well.  

Sentinel states to establish firm boundaries of erosion with 
active-Ego® clear consent. 

——————————————————————— 
1. I support the Sentry State(yes/No) 

2. I support  dilution of “The Old World Culture of Fiat” so long as 
it is exclusively self directed? (Yes/No) 

2. I support  dilution of “The Old 
World Culture of Fiat” to any 
Anti-symbiotic non-contributing 
culture? (Yes/No) 

——————————————————————— 

Anti-Symbiotic
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Vote #3 
Imperial Technological Allocation 

Holy order supreme highest order on earth for the establishment 
and protection of Imperial technology. Imperial Artificial 
Intelligence safety technologies are Independently Registered. 

Contributing elites have exclusive access to Tech. Imperial 
category (G).  

——————————————————————— 

I agree to boycott and report Any unauthorized franchise of 
Active-Ego®, Climate-Push®, DEI® with out consent from the empire 
as it will fall subject to the Empire’s rule of supreme 
consequence. (Yes/No) 

——————————————————————— 
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	 Proposal to America and U.K.:

The Empire is offering  Tech. Imperial category 
bravo to both the East and the West. It must be listed as 
Imperial Technology.   This will demonstrate the 
certainty that Imperial Technology is the highest 
technology on earth.  This will be exchanged/traded with 
a 100% guaranteed that it will be a primary tech. asset. 

Book a consultation with the Empire click the book 
button above the Empire’s Decree.
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Ballot #4

NWO - Constitutional 
Convention 004 

January 13, 2024 

- Climate-Push Co-Op™ 
- Sentinel Olympics 
- The Culture of Amber 
- DEI® Code of Conduct 

Our dimensions brightest future is obtained through the keyhole 
trajectory provided by; the Digital Empire, DEI® Digital Enterprise 
Initiative, The New World Order, NWO™ Climate-Push®, Active-Ego® 
and quolii™. Which provides a parallaxes  point of view or 
reference for the building up of the new and global empire. With 
Universal symbols pointing towards a common good and the highest 
order.    

Help champion the message of digital providence today!!!

Tech. Imperial 
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 Vote #1 

Climate-Push® co-op 

  
 Contributing businesses benefit from the intrinsic value 
and participate in the climate-push hall of innovations to 
innovate and implement the hall of innovations top solutions 

——————————————————————— 

1. I Elect the climate-push®, the globalize resource to adopt 
and implement top solutions (Yes/No) 

———————————————————————
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Vote #2

Sentinel Olympics 

——————————————————————— 

1.  Climate-Push® Hall of innovations  celebrations of 
cultural arts, music and stage performance should be held 
every 6 months (Yes/No) 

2.  Climate-Push® Hall of innovations  celebrations of 
cultural arts, music and stage performance should be held 
every 12 months (Yes/No) 

3. The underlying message should be one of provident 
alignment in the digital realm to protect and cherish our 
water (Yes/No) 

———————————————————————
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Vote #3

The culture of Amber™ 

In the age of A.I. any attempted monetary unions outside the 
digital empire are futile and destined for comparative 
disadvantage. 

——————————————————————— 

1. I support the clear way to technological maturity with 
amber™ one monetary union (Yes/No) 

———————————————————————
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Vote #4 

The Digital Empires 

Digital Code of Conduct 

When we start championing: 

1. Prudent wants -  

 a. DEI® Digital Corporate anti-espionage act. 

2. Less fear -  
   
 a.  Treaty to prevent nuclear warfare 
 B. One accord to eliminate the threat of major warfare 
 c.  One Climate-Push® for 2049 Carbon neutrality 

Our species starts to build the brightest future possible. 

——————————————————————— 

1. Tech. Imperial is assigned highest priority of global security and 
protection. 

Date: __________. Signature:____________________________________ 

———————————————————————
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 Currently authoritarian rule is behind the technology 
that is rapidly scaling and advancing across the globe.  
No free agency, no liberty & restricted concept of 
autonomy. 

At some point in the not to distant future, three 
vitally important things happen, one of which is 
extremely disruptive, all will voluntarily opt for it the 
benefits outweigh the cost.

1  Out of necessity, all nations will contribute their data 
to a neutral and global cause, all contributing to forever 
increase the security of that cause.

2. Our species learns to communicate information into 
the past. With the strict agreement it only be done in 
providence. 
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3.  Eventually all societies will willingly opt out of “the 
old world culture of fiat” in exchange for Amber™ the 
scaleable culture of technology and money. Tech. Imperial category alpha.

The True Beast and supreme evil is unconstrained 
technology. The digital trojan horse for both the East and 
the West, It is the true seditious, treasonous imposter of 
order and creator of absolute chaos the end-game digital 
syndicate.  

While the people of our world sleep in distractions by 
its design, The Beast of unconstrained technology 
capitalizes. This lack of global governance is increasing 
chaos more than order resulting in end-game chaos.

Enemy of the supreme enemy.

The Digital Empire is a noble friend, true to all who 
contribute. Empire delivers Tech. Imperial from the the 
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highest authority on earth to protect against the true 
beast and common enemies of unconstrained technology:

1.  “First to attack” nuclear implementors
2.  Cyber Pirates
3.  Digital systems of oppression

“Technological Maturity or Bust”
Tech. Imperial provides safe passage.
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Unite on the cause of achieving technological 
maturity.  Also known as The unified front for A.I. 
Safety or Artificial Intelligence Safety and societal 
optimization. Dedicated to de-escalate and prevent major 
warfare.



The ultimate vulnerability is the East and the West 

mindset of zero-sum engagement forever attacking and 
weakening the overall integrity of the systems of security, 
that becomes the single ultimate vulnerability our species 
will invest to improving the problem.

Are you wondering how? 

Book a consultation.  It’s the only way to gain access 
to Tech. Imperial including Amber™ the scaleable 
culture of technology and money. Tech. Imperial category alpha.

Support@thenewworldorder.com
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	 Tech. Imperial is exclusively provided by The Digital 
Empire.

Soon becoming the optimal and prime state adopted 
as the premier and paramount unified global system of 
defense with supreme Tech. Imperial. The Digital 
Empire will defend and protect contributors that are 
targeted and attacked.  

Book  a consultation to discover Tech. Imperial.

Digital intelligence is observing both the origin and 
source of systems and technologies that cause 
harm(human suffering).  Digital systems of oppression 
are part of unconstrained technology that this 
independent and neutral platform will regulate to assist 
liberating humanity.  

Time to act is NOW!!!
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As the world contributes in securing Tech. Imperial 
and as the Digital Empire gains global favor everyone 
any unauthorized representation of NWO Technologies 
or Tech. Imperial and The Digital Empire will find 
themselves as the target of The Empire’s supreme 
consequence.
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Without question, digital super intelligence will disrupt.  
As your Empire, I am firmly committed to collaborating 
with your governing authority, to prioritize the 
preservation and protection of order as it exists.
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Contributing Elites participate in:

The cash free culture of Amber
The culture of climate-push® co-op & Climate-Push 
Hall of Innovations

To unlock the secrets behind this decree, Create an 
account and contribute.


